THE CHAMPIONSHIP
After the huge success of first of its kind, World Inter-School Rope Skipping
Championship in 2015 in Dubai, the 2nd World Inter-School Rope Skipping
Championship is being organized in picturesque city of Eger, Hungary in April 2017.
The Championship is organized with the motive of providing the students an exposure and chance to explore
the new developments in the field of Rope Skipping across the world. This event also acts as a pre-cursor for
the World Jump Rope / Rope Skipping Championship.
This event is a brain child of few dedicated individuals associated with Rope Skipping / Jump Rope at national
and international level and are working towards the development and increasing the reach of the sport.
Maklári Bosch Kötélugró Klub (MBKK) & Eszterhazy Karoly University, EGER, HUNGARY under the aegis
of Hugarian Rope Skipping Federation have been awarded the responsibility to organizing the 2nd World
Inter-School Rope Skipping championship

WIRSO BOARD
HARPAL SINGH FLORA – India 		
Founder President – (World Inter-School Rope Skipping Organisation)
BRAM HERSSENS - Belgium		
Vice President – (Incharge Technical and Europe)
MAARTEN GOEDEME – Belgium
Vice President – (Incharge Media and Technical)
SANDILE NTOMBELA – South Africa
Vice President – (Incharge South Africa, President of ARSF African Rope Skipping Federation and In Charge
of South Africa -SAJRF)
MICHAEL CHAN – China 		
Vice President – (Incharge Asia/Oceania) (VP-International Rope Skipping Federation)
MARIAN FLETCHER – USA 		
Vice President – (Admin Control)
This will be a grand platform for the school students to participate on an International level and get recognized. School students get a chance to perform/ prove their ability. It would be a great thrust to the Rope
Skipping/Jump Rope sport and the related world bodies.

HOST

ABOUT THE HOST - MBKK
Maklári Bosch Kötélugró Klub (MBKK) together with the Eszterházy Károly University is the main organizer
of the event.The Club has become a key member of FISAC-IRSF and has played an important role in promoting the sport.
Maklári Bosch Kötélugró Klub (MBKK), The Club was founded in 1989, will be almost 30 years old by the
time of the Championship. It is a well organized machinery with over 100 skippers under their umbrella, with
great working board and many helpers to make the event a success.
Eszterházy Károly University, had extended their support in the form of offering their locations, knowledge
and experience in directing such a huge event and is working as partner in organizing this event.

ESZTERHÁZY KÁROLY UNIVERSITY –
EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE
Eszterházy Károly University is one of the
most prestigious higher education institutions
of Hungary. Our university provides intensive
research opportunities, talent management
and quality education for future professionals
in a friendly atmosphere and unique cultural
environment for our students.
Nowadays Eszterházy Károly University serves its students with a wide variety of educational programs at
five faculties. In addition to the traditional fields of arts, sciences and humanities, such as pedagogy, natural
sciences, creative arts and humanities, we provide undergraduate and graduate programs and trainings in
fields that meet new demands for expertise, while also creating pathways to individual success and fulfillment.
Programs offered in for instance information technology, sustainable resource management, innovative
teaching methods, viticulture and wine tourism, business administration or international studies all ensure
that all our students from Hungary and abroad find a wonderful educational opportunity here. The research
and knowledge centers under the Eszterházy banner facilitate academically engaging scientific research as
well as practical needs of various organizations and business ventures in the region.
Hungary, Eger and Eszterházy Károly University seek new directions, and new partners to our success on
the road to future goals. We believe in the value of knowledge and the power of intellectual strength through
good education. We are convinced, that knowledge utilized for higher purposes generates a real value that
can also eliminate any distance between people of the new Millennium, and can contribute to the greater
plan of bettering the world. We believe that by opening our doors to our partners, we can build bridges of
understanding and share our assets with numerous institutions globally.We cherish hopes that by accumulating
hundreds of years’ knowledge as well as by learning about positive examples and well-working practices from
our partners, we can also share the results of our efforts and significantly enrich our partners’ opportunities.

Situated at the intersection of the spectacular Bükk
Mountains and the Great Plains and surrounded by
picturesque vineyards, Eger, the seat of Heves County
and the centre of the Eger Archdiocese is one of the
most famous and frequented towns of Hungary. The
intricate network of underground cellars ferment and
preserve the world famous wines of Eger.

EGER – THE PERFECT CITY TO
HOST THE WORLD INTER-SCHOOL
CHAMPIONSHIP
Eger, with its population of 60,000 is a favoured tourist
attraction as annually hundreds of thousands of foreign
and domestic visitors enjoy its spectacular baroque
monuments and historic buildings, get acquainted with the
Castle recalling the days of Hungary’s heroic resistance
to the advance of the Ottoman Empire, delight in the
sight of the Minaret built during the Turkish Conquest,
benefit from the therapeutic effects of the Eger OpenAir Bath and relish the taste of the Eger wines.
The engaging panorama and atmosphere of the historic city centre can be partially attributed to the
efforts of the outstanding prelates and supporters of the arts traditionally making their home in the city
of Eger. Bishop Károly Eszterházy, whose commitment to municipal development lead to Eger’s present
status as a cultural, intellectual and tourism centre of the North-eastern Hungarian Region deserves
special mention. Furthermore, its famous schools providing traditionally high quality instruction made
Eger an important educational centre as well.
Due to its educational profile the Eszterhazy Karoly University is both professionally and culturally
integrated into the life of the city. While it operates as an intellectual base, by hosting various scholarly
conferences along with scientific and cultural events and offering post-graduate programs or continuative
educational programs for the professionals of the region, the University actively contributes to the
improvement of the cultural life of the inhabitants of the city and the region.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=183&v=PPx8lsGaaOM

Location of Hungary
Hungary is a landlocked country in eastern Central Europe bordered by Austria, Slovakia, the Ukraine,
Romania, Serbia, Croatia, and Slovenia. Located in the Carpathian Basin, it is surrounded by the Carpathian
Mountains, the Alps, and the Dinaric Alps. It has a total area of 93,030 square kilometers (35,919 square miles),
690 square kilometers (266 square miles) of which is water. Comparatively, Hungary is slightly smaller than
the state of Indiana.The capital, Budapest, is located in the central northern region on the Danube river, which
runs from Austria to the Croatian-Serbian border.

Just a few examples how cheap the flights are to Budapest:
Since Hungary is int he Central of Europe it is easy and cheap to reach for everybody.
We have one main Aiport in Budapest, the capital city which is 143 km away from Eger (1 hour and 30
minutes).
From Brussels – To Budapest: 70 Euro
From Malmo – To Budapest: 110 Euro
From the UK – To Budapest: 150 Euro
From Moscow – To Budapest: 115 Euro
From Berlin – To Budapest: 120 Euro

How to reach Eger:
• From the Airport you can use the train to get to Eger, or a direct bus which takes about 2 hours.

Hungary Visas
Depending on the purpose of your travel to Hungary, there are different types of visas that will apply to the
occasion.You will have to apply for a different Hungarian Schengen Visa.
Participant from Schengen Member Countries can travel freely in Hungary. However, regarding the nonmembers of the Schengen Area there is a mandatory visa requirement to enter the Schengen Zone for some
countries. The countries whose citizens are required to obtain a Schengen visa in order to enter one of its
member countries are listed in the following section.
The citizens of the countries of the Schengen Zone as well as the citizens of the countries that don’t need a
visa to enter the Schengen zone are however not allowed to reside in the traveling destination for the time
desired without any other legal permission.
Requirement for Hungary Visa for Cultural, Sports, Film Crew or Religious Purposes:
• Invitation letter from the above-mentioned authorities with details upon the nature of events or activities
– purpose of visit , expense coverage
• Names of the applicants (crew members)
• Duration of stay
• Travel itinerary
Travelers need to confirm their visa requirement well in advance and have to make arrangements for the
same before the event.
Hungary Immigration Procedures:
Immigration procedure and baggage collection can take up to 30 mins to 1 hour. For the security reasons
custom officers can check the baggages of the travelers and participants are advised to support the officers
for smooth and fast immigration procedures.
It is your sole responsibility to obtain a visa where the same is required and we shall accept no liability for
your failure to do so. Please also note that entry into Hungary is subject to immigration approval.
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THE VENUE - EVERYTHING AT ONE PLACE
The main venue will be the sports hall, which is 28x48, with wooden spring floor. Today it is only able to
have 200 spectators, but we will be bringing in moveable spectator seats. The main sports hall has 6 changing
rooms, 1 first-aid room and 1 room for the meetings.The hall itself can be seperated with curtains into three
individual parts. We will be using the hall only for the competition. Warming up will be in a different hall.
The warming up hall is 36x18 m, and also has wooden spring floor. It is within one building with the main hall.
We will have live stream, and people helping in here to make sure athletes will be on the floor in time.

PLACES TO EAT
It is going to be available at the campus, with about 2-3 minutes walking from the accomodation and also from
the sports hall. We have two restaurants which will be serving food. At the times of the Cahmpionship there
will be a seperate space for the competitors, coaches, judges and officials of the day. Everybody else will have
a different place to have their meals.

MEAL TIMES
The meal times will be adjusted to the schedule.
SAMPLE MENU
Breakfast:
The breakfast will be a buffet breakfast.Various type of bread, bakery, cereal, salami, coffee, tea and drinks will
be available.
Lunch:
Lunch will be nutricious food, which is perfect for athletes. Two types of paste, with a few sauces. Grilled and/
or roasted meat. A few types of salad with sauces and at least one type of cake. Various types of bread and
salami, if somebody would like to make sandwiches and also coffee, tea and drinks will be available at lunch.
Dinner:
At dinner we will be serving same type of food as at lunch. We will also be serving one or two kinds of hot
or cold soup. And we are also planning to make a hungarian specialty at dinner.
As a club having athletes we are very avare of the fact that athletes need special food, especially duing the
tournament. The kitchen of the campus is able to prepare any kind of food, which we would like to have.
Water:
Water will be available at the gym (main sport hall and warming up hall) at all time during the championship.
Diet restrictions:
We can provide special meal menus for those in need of a restricted diet.
For example vegetarian, lactose, halal, kosher, etc.

The city of Eger has a hospital (Markhot Ferenc Kórház), which is about 10 minutes walking from the campus.
Fort the people within the European Union, usually having a EU health card, means that the hospital serices
are free of charge.
We are suggestiong everybody to have some kind of insurance, in case they need to use some kind of hospital
services.

Medical support at campus:
We will have an ER room during the competition in case something happens throughout every competition
day.

LEISURE AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
At this point the one thing we can tell for sure that the city of Eger, as you read before, has plenty to see and
plenty to do. Every country will have a person to help them the city and with anything they need help with.

Thermal Spa:
The Thermal Spa Eger/Egri Termálfürdő which was opened in 1932, and it
has been one of the most beautiful, and most popular spas of Hungary ever
since. The beautiful green area is a real paradise for all guests looking for
recovery, sports or entertainments.
The experience-island with its 7 pools and various sporting facilities is
located only a few minutes from the city centre, and has direct entrance to
the Turkish Spa as well.
Sightseeing:
We are going to offer the possibility to go on a sightseeing tour to Eger with
a professional. But as said before, the city centre, and the main attractions
are only a few minutes walk from the campus, so the city is easy to explore.
Opening ceremony (optional):
We are planning to have our opening ceremony with all the skippers ont he
first day at the historical Dobó Square. We are hoping to bring some hight
level jump rope acts to this WISC to perform and also groups like Face Team
Acrobatic Basketball, to entertain the rope skippers.
Closing and Medal Ceremony:
They will be held at the main sport hall. We are going to invite guests to
hand out the medals from the city and the university of coarse.

THE CHAMPIONSHIP

PRICES

Competiton Package:
Arrival: 17th of April
Departure: 21th of April
4 nights
Price: 320 Euro

Extra nights:
It is possible to book extra night/nights before or after the event
Price: 50 Euro/night/person

THE EVENT PACKAGE CONSISTS OF:
4 nights 5 days stay (Check in at 2 pm) in a facility provided by the host
Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Served at the venue (11 meals)
Welcome packages
Free drinking water (packaged drinking water)
Sightseeing
Pickup and Drop from/to Budapest Airport by shuttle services.

BANK DETAILS:
ACCOUNT HOLDER: MAKLÁRI BOSCH KÖTÉLUGRÓ KLUB
ACCOUNT NUMBER: 18203174-00182293-59020014
SWIFT CODE: FHKB HU HB
BANK NAME: FHB KERESKEDELMI BANK ZRT.
BANK ADDRESS: 1082 BUDAPEST, ÜLLŐI ÚT 48.
CURRENCY: EUR

Deadlines:
Pre-registration: 31/12/2016
Final registration and payments: 28/02/2017

FAQ
TRANSPORTATION FROM AIRPORT TO LODGING
a) Distance from Budapest to Eger
Eger is 143 km from Budapest and it takes approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes from Budapest Airport.
From the Airport participants can use the train to get to Eger, or a direct bus which takes about 2
hours.
b) Will the ride between the airport and lodging be arranged by the host?
Yes
c) If so, will the cost of ride be included in the Championship package?
Yes
d) If participants have to pay for their transportation fee because of some reason (i.e. before date of reporting or next day of reporting or early or late departure, how much will it
cost?
Ranging from € 15-70 depending on mode of travel like trains, bus or taxi
What form of accommodations will be available?
Hostel Facility, Dormitory and Residential Apartments
Would everyone have their own individual room? If not, how many persons must share a
room?
Twin/Triple sharing basis per room
Will all rooms have its own private toilet and shower?
Yes
Will all rooms be air-conditioned?
Yes
Will all rooms have a refrigerator and a coffee pot?
No
Will coin laundry be available?
No. Laundry cost will be borne by the individual.
What type of AC power Electric plug/socket are used in the host country?
In Hungary the power sockets are of type C and F. The standard voltage is 230 V and the standard frequency is 50 Hz.
http://www.power-plugs-sockets.com/en-hu/hungary/
Will all rooms have phone/intercom by which participants can call one another?
No
Will a computer be accessible by participants for common use?
No
Will Internet be available?
Available at rooms.
Will someone (from organizing committee) be available at all hours to help
with any problem with accommodations? If not, please specify the working
hours time?
Yes

Is free drinking water available? If bottled, how many bottles per day?
Yes - Unlimited
Will transportation be provided to the Venue?
There will be no transportation for sightseeing! No need because everything is on walking distance
Will shuttle bus service be available between the venue and lodging?
Distance between venue and lodging is 3-4 minutes of walking.
What is the seating capacity at venue?
500+
Is the floor a wooden floor?
Yes
Is there a room for changing clothes?
Yes
Will the venue have other wooden floors that can be used for practice?
Yes
Will everyone eat at the same location/venue/accommodation?
Yes
Will food be served in a Buffet style?
Yes
Which type of cuisine/food will be served?
Multi cuisine
Will meeting rooms be available at the competition venue?
Yes
Will a meeting room be available at the lodging area?
No
Will a LCD projector, microphone, white board be available in the meeting rooms?
Yes
Will first Aid kit be available at all times?
Yes
Will a medical specialist be onsite during the competition as well as at the lodging area?
Yes
Are there any recreation facilities available in the lodging area or nearby to the venue? If so
what are they and how far is it?
Please scroll to the accommodation section
Will the WIRSO/host take official videos and resell?
Yes
Will the WIRSO/ host provide /sale official photos during or after the event?
Yes

